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Dear Friends,

Mutual recognition, mutual respect and mutual benefit are among the desirable attributes of all human 
relationships. Indigenous peoples and other forest peoples also expect these qualities in their relationships 
with others – be they governments, private corporations, NGOs or other indigenous peoples’ organisations 
and communities. This issue of Forest Peoples Programme’s E-Newsletter reports on the state of various 
relationships between forest peoples and different institutions – as these are forged, tested or broken –in 
the course of assertions for upholding basic human rights, social justice and solidarity.

The recent Constitutional Court decision in Indonesia which ruled that indigenous peoples’ ‘customary 
forests’ are not ‘State forest areas’ shows respect and recognition for customary forest management, thus 
paving the way for the Indonesian President’s linkage of  “the need for strengthened control of forests to 
the need to secure the rights of forest dependent communities and indigenous peoples.” Abdon Nababan, 
the Secretary General of Indonesia’s national indigenous peoples’ organisation (AMAN), has underlined 
that recognising indigenous peoples’ rights would secure forests for all.

This case underscores the importance of official recognition of indigenous peoples as legal subjects having 
standing to claim their customary forests, and to pursue cases when their rights to lands, territories and 
resources are not respected or are violated. 

If respect and recognition for forest peoples becomes the norm to be applied in all development processes 
affecting them, then they will no longer be routinely ignored when significant development projects 
on their territories are planned or implemented. Such was the case in the auction of mining lots in 
Amerindian villages in the Upper Kwitaro River area in Guyana which holds special spiritual and livelihood 
significance for the Wapichan people. In Jambi, Indonesia, the Wilmar palm oil concession PT Asiatic 
Persada has been sold to another corporation, whilst undergoing a mediation process by the International 
Finance Corporation’s Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (IFC CAO), to redress earlier evictions of the 
affected indigenous Batin Sembilan communities. The sale of the concession was carried out without 
prior consultation or respect for the free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) of the communities engaged 
in the mediation process. 

This E-Newsletter also reports on the self-directed actions being taken by forest peoples and their 
supporters to engage UN bodies and international processes, including the Committee for the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the 
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and the 
World Indigenous Network (WIN). An alternative report was submitted to CEDAW about the situation 
of indigenous women in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) highlighting the glaring gap in 
government reporting. This report is being presented to CEDAW by a delegation of indigenous women 
from the DRC this week.

Moreover, in a submission to the CBD, coordinated by FPP, a consortium of indigenous peoples’ 
organisations, community-based organisations, networks and NGOs underlined the importance of the 
use of the term “indigenous peoples and local communities” in the CBD’s work, as recommended by 
the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, in order to fully respect indigenous peoples’ identities,  
consistent with the UN General Assembly adoption of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples. 
 
Collaboration among indigenous organisations also takes place through community exchanges to share 
and learn about actions such as community mapping and land use planning, as demonstrated by the 
Organisation of Kalin’a and Lokono peoples in Marowijne (KLIM) from Suriname and the South Central 
Peoples Development Association (SCPDA) in Guyana. 

Finally, in order to commemorate the 10 year anniversary of Réseau CREF, one of FPP’s partners in the 
DRC, we interview their Director about their goals, vision and future activities. The organisation has 
been supporting the rights of forest peoples and conserving forests in the DRC for a decade, and we hope 
they continue their valuable work for many years to come.  

Joji Cariño, Director 
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1. Indonesia: Oil palm giant 
Wilmar lets down local 

communities yet again and 
jeopardises their futures

Oil palm giant and Roundtable on Sustainable Palm 
Oil (RSPO) member, Wilmar, has agreed the sale of its 
oil palm concession PT Asiatic Persada, without prior 
consultation or respect for the Free, Prior and Informed 
Consent of indigenous Batin Sembilan communities 
already engaged in a land conflict mediation process. 
The sale agreement with non-RSPO and non-
International Finance Corporation funded companies 
jeopardises the current International Finance 
Corporation’s Compliance/Advisory Ombudsman 
(IFC CAO) mediation process over numerous land 
conflicts in the concession since early 2012.

In April 2013, Forest Peoples Programme (FPP) 
and partners, Setara Jambi and Sawit Watch, visited 
Wilmar-owned oil palm plantation PT Asiatic Persada 
in Jambi Province to assess progress in the IFC CAO 
mediation process underway there since early 2012. The 
mediation process was the response of the IFC CAO to 
a complaint received in November 2011 regarding the 
systematic eviction of 83 Batin Sembilan families and 
the destruction of their homes by PT Asiatic Persada staff 
and the Mobile Police Brigade (BRIMOB) in the south 
of the PT AP plantation. 

During their visit in April 2013, the FPP/Setara Jambi/
Sawit Watch research team found that while progress is 
slow and tangible outcomes are yet to be achieved, at least 
two indigenous Batin Semblian communities (Dusun 4 
Sungai Beruang and Kelompok Pinang Tinggi) see great 
value in the CAO mediation process and they wish to see 
it continued and improved. 

However, of paramount concern to these communities 
is the sale agreement of PT Asiatic Persada by Wilmar 
to non-RSPO and non-IFC companies while CAO 
mediation with the provincial government of Jambi 
(Joint Mediation Team) is still ongoing. This handover 
has had serious impacts on the communities’ morale and 
has created significant anxiety about how the progress 
achieved through the CAO mediation will be sustained 
and enhanced. No information was shared with the 
affected communities and no consultations held, 
reflecting bad faith and lack of transparency on the part 
of a RSPO member which is required, in accordance 
with the RSPO Code of Conduct, to ‘commit to open and 
transparent engagement with interested parties, and actively 
seek resolution of conflict’. 
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In a meeting co-signatory NGOs and affected Batin 
Sembilan communities (although the latter were not 
formally invited) held with the Joint Mediation Team 
on 6 May 2013, all parties present agreed that the 
Joint Mediation Team would continue the mediation 
process and that Wilmar, as the former owner of PT 
Asiatic Persada, still bears responsibility to ensure that 
agreements made are kept and implemented as required. 

In a complaint sent to Wilmar on 14 May 2013, the 
affected communities and co-signatories FPP, Setara and 
Sawit Watch, requested clarification from Wilmar on 
several points, including why the affected communities 
were not formally informed of the sale of PT Asiatic 
Persada and what responsibility, if any, Wilmar itself is 
taking to ensure that the resolution of conflicts in PT 
Asiatic Persada is achieved. The response received on 31 
May 2013 failed to address the majority of these inquiries 
in any substantial depth. A second complaint, this time 
sent to both PT Asiatic Persada and Wilmar’s Corporate 
Social Responsibility Department, was sent on 6 June 
2013, reiterating the unanswered queries and further 
noting serious concerns raised by the response received. 

The perfunctory nature of Wilmar’s response to the 
complaint failed to demonstrate awareness and concern 
for the livelihoods and rights of the affected communities, 
which have been deeply affected by Wilmar’s operations. 
The response made no reference at all to the affected 
local communities, raising serious doubts as to whether 
Wilmar has any sense of responsibility or commitment 
towards resolving the conflicts of its own operations 
and the well-documented and publicised human rights 
abuses relating to PT Asiatic Persada.

Since the meeting on 6 May 2013, the Joint Mediation 
Team has been unable to organise a follow-up meeting 
with PT Asiatic Persada and no explanation has been 
given as to why the company is unable or unwilling to 
attend, despite numerous requests for clarification since 
then from the co-signatories and affected communities. 
This heightens existing concerns regarding both PT 
Asiatic Persada and Wilmar’s commitment to conflict 
resolution, and the ability and genuine commitment of 
the Joint Mediation Team itself to resolve these conflicts. 

The handover of PT Asiatic Persada without prior 
consultation highlights a critical weakness of the RSPO: 
the absence of criteria or guidance on the obligations of 
RSPO member companies where concessions are sold 
to non-RSPO companies, particularly where conflicts 
and conflict resolution are still underway.  FPP, Setara 
and Sawit Watch communicated to the RSPO that this 
needs to be urgently addressed as part of systemic reform 
of the RSPO mechanism. The case highlights yet again 
the need for the IFC to apply its Performance Standards 

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2011/forest-peoples-programme-s-and-allies-letter-international-fin
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2013/complaint-regarding-wilmar-group-s-sale-agreement-pt-asiatic-p
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/wilmarreplycomplaintsaleptapmay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.pdf
http://www.trust.org/item/?map=palm-oil-company-and-indonesian-police-committed-human-rights-abuses-says-report
http://www.trust.org/item/?map=palm-oil-company-and-indonesian-police-committed-human-rights-abuses-says-report
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaintptapsalewithoutcommfpic14may2013covernotetorspoeng.pdf
http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_Full-Document.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
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to the full supply chain of the Wilmar Group, which 
so far neither the IFC nor the CAO have showed any 
indication of intent to address, not to mention Wilmar 
itself. Meanwhile, the affected communities in the 
PT Asiatic Persada concession remain in a position of 
uncertainty, frustration and ignorance despite the critical 
urgency of the situation and its implications for their 
futures.

Relevant links:

•	 Complaint regarding Wilmar Group’s sale agreement 
of PT Asiatic Persada (Jambi, Indonesia) to non-RSPO 
member and non-IFC funded companies without 
prior consultation with Batin Sembilan affected 
communities (English: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-
pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013eng.pdf, Bahasa 
Indonesia: http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/
files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewitho
utcommfpicmay2013bahasa.pdf )

•	 Wilmar response to complaint, May 2013 
(English)  http://www.forestpeoples.
o rg / s i t e s / fpp / f i l e s /pub l i c a t i on /2013/05 /
wilmarreplycomplaintsaleptapmay2013.pdf 

•	 Second complaint to Wilmar, June 2013 
(English)  http://www.forestpeoples.
o rg / s i t e s / fpp / f i l e s /pub l i c a t i on /2013/05 /
fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.
pdf 

•	 Press Release: New Report Exposes Human Rights 
Abuses in Wilmar Group Plantation in Jambi, 
Indonesia http://tinyurl.com/7o9dav2 

2. The Committee on 
the Elimination of 

Discrimination against 
Women must pay special 

attention to the vulnerable 
situation of indigenous 

women in the DRC

Fifteen organisations working with indigenous women, 
including Forest Peoples Programme, have joined 
forces to emphasise the injustice and multiple forms of 
discrimination suffered by indigenous women in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to the Committee 
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women 
(the Committee). States are required to submit reports 
to the Committee every four years, describing legislative, 
judicial, administrative or other measures they have 
adopted to implement the provisions of the Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women (the Convention). The DRC’s report will be 
examined by the Committee on 11 July 2013 in the 
presence of a delegation of Congolese government 
representatives. The proceedings can be watched live 
online at: http://www.treatybodywebcast.org/.

The DRC’s periodic report fails to provide any 
information on the situation of indigenous women, 
despite the fact that these women face numerous forms 
of discrimination and live in conditions of extreme 
vulnerability. This gap has prompted 15 NGOs to join 
forces and write an Alternative Report in order to portray 
the situation of indigenous women in the DRC. 

The report looks first at the situation of indigenous 
peoples in the DRC. It considers dispossession of their 
ancestral lands and the threat this poses to maintaining 
their cultures, ways of life and survival. Loss of ancestral 
lands has particularly devastating effects on indigenous 
women. One of the central roles of indigenous women 
is feeding and caring for their families. Yet they are 
deprived of the means to do so and are thus forced to live 
in very precarious conditions that leave them exposed to 
exploitation and violence.

The report also considers the discrimination suffered 
by indigenous women in the areas of education, 
health, participation in public and political life, and 
access to justice. The report emphasises that the DRC 
government is proving slow to adopt special measures 
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http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2012/03/fpp-ifc-cao-3rd-complaint-follow-letter-re-systemic-issues-and-wilmar-march-2012.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013bahasa.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013bahasa.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/complaint-pt-apsalewithoutcommfpicmay2013bahasa.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/wilmarreplycomplaintsaleptapmay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/wilmarreplycomplaintsaleptapmay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/wilmarreplycomplaintsaleptapmay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2013/05/fppresponsejeremygoonptasiaticpersadamay2013.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/7o9dav2
http://www.treatybodywebcast.org/
http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N11/647/13/PDF/N1164713.pdf?OpenElement
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/docs/ngos/JointNGOsubmission_DRCForTheSession55_en.pdf
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aimed at instituting equality for indigenous women, and 
at ensuring that they can enjoy all their rights, without 
discrimination. 

The report’s author organisations1 have proposed 
recommendations for the Committee to present to the 
DRC government which may help the DRC government 
have a more comprehensive understanding of the rights 
of indigenous women when creating laws, policies 
and programmes for the benefit of these women. The 
authors also stressed how important it would be for the 
Committee to adopt a holistic approach when examining 
the situation of indigenous women in the DRC and the 
violations to their rights under the Convention, and 
in its recommendations to the DRC government. This 
would allow the Committee to take into account the 
multiple forms of discrimination, and their cumulative 
impacts on indigenous women. 

Two representatives from the DRC have travelled 
to Geneva to present the alternative report to the 
Committee, which is currently holding its 55th session. 
On July 8, 2013, Ms Musanga Timani Chimène, an 
indigenous woman from South Kivu, presented an oral 
statement to the Committee, insisting on the fact that 
the DRC government has failed, to this day, to adopt 
measures to protect the rights of indigenous women. 
The indigenous representatives will also have other 
opportunities to present their concerns to the Committee 
members whilst in Geneva.

Relevant links: 

•	 The DRC’s periodic report to the Committee on 
the Elimination of Discrimination against Women 
can be found here: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/
bodies/cedaw/cedaws55.htm

•	 Alternative Report to the DRC’s Periodic Report to 
the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination 
Against Women Indigenous Women in the DRC:The 
injustice of multiple forms of discrimination: http://
www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/docs/ngos/
JointNGOsubmission_DRCForTheSession55_

1 Action Communautaire pour la Promotion des Défavorisés Batwa 
(ACPROD-BATWA), Action for the Promotion of Indigenous Minority 
Rights in Central Africa (APDMAC), Association pour le Regroupement 
et l’Autopromotion des Pygmées (ARAP), Centre d’Accompagnement 
des Autochtones Pygmées et Minoritaires Vulnérables (CAMV), Cercle 
pour la Défense de l’Environnement (CEDEN), Collectif pour les Peuples 
Autochtones au Kivu (CPAKI/Asbl) Environnement Ressources Naturelles 
et Développement (ERND Institute), Forest Peoples Programme (FPP), 
Initiatives pour la Promotion des femmes autochtones et vulnérables 
(IPROFAV), Ligue Nationale des Associations des Autochtones Pygmées 
du Congo (LYNAPICO), Organisation d’Accompagnement et d’Appui 
aux Pygmées (OSAPY), Réseau des Femmes pour la Défense des Droits 
et la Paix (RFDP), Réseau pour la Conservation et la Réhabilitation des 
Ecosystèmes Forestiers (Réseau Créf ), Solidarité pour les Initiatives des 
Peuples Autochtones Pygmées (SIPA), Union pour l’Émancipation de la 
Femme Autochtone (UEFA)

en.pdf
•	 Oral statement by Mme Musanga Timani 

Chimène, indigenous woman from the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. 55th Session of the CEDAW 
Committee, 8 July 2013: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/07/Declaration_
MusangaTimaniChimene_DRC_CEDAW_
July2013_ENG.pdf

3. Guyana: Wapichan people 
speak up once again for 
their lands and forests

In April and May 2013 the Wapichan people of southern 
Guyana sent clear messages to the government that 
all mining and other developments must respect their 
customary land rights and uphold the principle of free, 
prior and informed consent (FPIC). Wapichan villages 
are now in renewed dialogue with the government on 
measures needed to recognise and secure their lands, 
including plans for the establishment of a major 
community forest in the Upper Essequibo basin.

Mining lottery causes major concerns

In April this year, Amerindian villages in the South 
Rupununi were alarmed to learn that the national 
government was planning to sell off mining lots in the 
Upper Kwitaro River area, which holds special spiritual 
and livelihood significance to the Wapichan people. 
The same area has high conservation value and is part 
of the land title extension request of Aishalton Village 
(see Figure 1 on page 6). The area of new mining blocks 
forms part of the traditional lands of the villages in the 
South Rupununi and potentially affects the lands and 
resources of villages neighbouring Aishalton, including 
Achawib, Kraudar, Morora Naawa, Awarenao and Shii. 
All these villages have sought formal legal recognition of 
their property rights over the forests and savannahs of 
the Upper Essequibo since prior to independence from 
Britain. A formal petition for recognition of land rights 
was made through submissions to the Amerindian Lands 
Commission (ALC) in 1967.

Street protest

The Wapichan people only found out about the 
government’s extractivist plans just days prior to the 
formal government auction of mining rights held in the 
local town of Lethem at the end of April. Once the news 
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http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/07/Declaration_MusangaTimaniChimene_DRC_CEDAW_July2013_ENG.pdf
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http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/07/Declaration_MusangaTimaniChimene_DRC_CEDAW_July2013_ENG.pdf
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was out, Villagers were upset that the government had 
not fulfilled its duty to consult and obtain free, prior 
and informed consent (FPIC). Despite the short time 
frame, people got organised and travelled to Lethem to 
protest in the streets where they communicated serious 
concerns about the official mining plans impacting on 
their livelihoods, lands, waters and forests.

As a result of this action, a week later the Minister for 
Natural Resources attended a meeting in Aishalton 
Village on 4 May to further discuss the mining lottery 
with villagers. More than 200 villagers from six 
Amerindian Villages attended the meeting, including 
elders, women, youths, Councillors and Toshaos, 
from the villages of Aishalton, Achawib, Karaodaznao, 
Awarewao and Morora Naawa and Shorinab. Different 
community groups also took part in the meeting, 
including representatives of the South Central Peoples 
Development Association, (SCPDA) the Rupununi 
Weavers Association, Aishalton’s Women’s Group and 
the South Rupununi Conservation Society.

Powerful plea for respect for land rights 

The Wapichan participants in the meeting made 
powerful statements calling on the Guyana Geology 
and Mines commission (GGMC) and the Ministry of 
Natural Resources to fully uphold their collective land 
rights in all plans and decisions on mining in the South 
Rupununi and throughout the country.

A woman resident of Morora Naawa Village and founder 
member of the Rupununi Weavers Association affirmed:

As first people of Guyana we have never signed a 
treaty: we never gave up our lands; we still own it… 
the South Rupununi people need a commitment, 
that we will have the lands recognised that our great 
grandfathers have requested.

Addressing the Minister, another Wapichan woman and 
current President of the Weavers Association proclaimed:

The forest is our hospital, it is our home, it is our 
supermarket. It is our university.…We don’t want 
your lottery here.  The land is ours, we will manage 
it; we are crying for it.  We are not stupid people any 
more. We are strong Wapishana people… 

Villagers explained that the upper Kwitaro watershed is 
of vital importance to local livelihoods and food security 
as major fishing, hunting and gathering grounds are 
located in the affected area. The villagers also highlighted 
their strong spiritual and historical attachment to the 
area slated for mining, and called for full protections for 
fragile ecosystems and areas of cultural importance.

Our people need issues to be addressed. These issues 
concern the environmental impact of mining in the 
Kwitaro Area. Our problem is that the proposed 
mining blocks lie within the headwaters of the 
Kwitaro River, and the people of this region depend 
on the Kwitaro as a source of food and water. These 
are the people who will suffer from mining activities 
in this area. So why has the GGMC not consulted 
with the people before lands were put up for lottery? 
[Toshao, Morora Naawa Village]

Call for rights protections and support for community 
forest

Several participants reminded the Minister that the 
Wapichan villages have already presented a positive 
plan for their area to the government, including plans 
to set up an extensive Wapichan Community Conserved 
Forest. In the meeting, representatives of the Ministry of 
Amerindian Affairs confirmed that Aishalton Village had 
indeed applied for an extension to their title in 2011, but 
advised that the Ministry had not seen any maps of the 
area in question. This was puzzling for participants as 
the Wapichan Village Councils had presented a land use 
plan with maps directly to the Minister of Amerindian 
Affairs in early 2012. Participants queried how the 
GGMC could hand out mining rights when they must 
have known that the area is part of Amerindian lands 
under request for title:

We Wapishana people were only told that our land 
was part of the blocks in the lottery three days before 
the land was made available. Why didn’t the Ministry 
of Amerindian Affairs consult with the Ministry of 
Natural Resources with regards to this issue, when 
they knew that the issue of extensions was involved? 
How can it be that the GGMC says that they had 
no knowledge that the blocks were in Wapishana 
extension areas? [Representative of Aishalton 
Women’s group]

Promised dialogue 

In response to these powerful interventions, the Minister 
advised the gathering that no further mining blocks 
would be auctioned in the area of concern. Participants 
welcomed this pledge, but also called on the government 
to give firm guarantees that any mining blocks already 
handed out by the lottery process at the end of April 
would be fully revoked and the land fully returned to the 
community, not just those blocks that have not yet been 
registered. 

The government has not made any committments on 
this latter request, and has so far only promised to look 
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at the “arrangements” for the mining blocks and hold 
further meetings with the concerned villages.

Further dialogue with the government is planned this 
month. Communities continue to work together to try to 
persuade the government to shelve all its harmful mining 
development plans, to secure community land rights and 
to put in place robust mechanisms for free, prior and 
informed consent (FPIC) in all GGMC and Ministry of 
Natural Resources decisions affecting Amerindian lands 
and forests.

Mining conflicts on-going

As communities await more meetings with the 
government, controversial mining development plans 
around Marudi Mountain continue to cause concerns.  
In June, the women’s group of Aishalton and other 
villagers took peaceful direct action by forming a 
human chain around a large excavator passing through 
village lands without adequate prior consultation with 
the Village. After police were sent to the protest and 
the mining company involved agreed to enter into 
dialogue with the village on land and livelihood rights, 
villagers allowed the mining machinery to pass, despite 
unresolved concerns. At the same time, key members 
of the community involved in organising actions to 
challenge mining have become the subject of a smear 
campaign and intimidation in the government-run 
national press. Community leaders have rebutted false 
allegations and are now considering legal actions against 
the newspapers involved.

Further information:

•	 “Wapichan people in Guyana present territorial map 
and community proposals to save ancestral forests” 
FPP E-Newsletter February 2012 http://www.
forestpeoples.org/topics/participatory-resource-
mapping/news/2012/02/wapichan-people-guyana-
present-territorial-map-an 

•	 “Wapichan people in Guyana showcase community 
proposal to save tropical forests on their traditional 
lands” Press Release, February 2012 http://www.
forestpeoples.org/topics/environmental-governance/
news/2012/02/press-release-wapichan-people-
guyana-showcase-community

4. Indonesian President 
makes commitment to 
recognise indigenous 

peoples’ collective rights to 
their territories

In an important statement to an international meeting of 
some of the world’s largest buyers of Indonesia’s palm oil 
and paper-pulp, Indonesian President, Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono, announced new steps to curb deforestation. 
Accepting responsibility for the worse than usual annual 
‘haze’ from forest burning in plantations in Sumatra, 
which has blighted the lives of residents of Singapore and 
South Malaysia (as well as Sumatra itself ), the President 
linked the need for strengthened control of forests to the 
need to secure the rights of forest dependent communities 
and indigenous peoples.

The speech follows a historic decision by the country’s 
Constitutional Court, which had ruled last month that 
indigenous peoples’ ‘customary forests’ are not ‘State 
forest areas’. In a marked departure from the usual 
language of Indonesia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the President, speaking in English, referred explicitly 
to the country’s ‘Indigenous Peoples’ - a term that the 
Government of Indonesia has usually avoided equating 
with the Indonesian term ‘masyarakat adat’ (communities 
governed by custom).

In a following speech at this high level meeting, 
Abdon Nababan, the Secretary General of the national 
indigenous peoples’ organisation (AMAN), welcomed 
the President’s statement and called for an immediate 
Presidential Instruction to require the passage of laws 
protecting indigenous peoples’ rights currently being 
considered by the legislature. AMAN argues that at least 
40 million ha of Indonesia’s forests are best protected by 
protecting indigenous peoples’ rights. While welcoming 
these high level policy changes, he noted the urgency 
of making this changed approach effective as ‘business 
as usual is tearing apart our forests, stealing indigenous 
lands, encroaching on indigenous peoples’ territories and 
destroying our ways of life’.

Read more:

•	 Abdon Nababan’s Speech: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FTA_Abdon_
Nababan_AMAN.pdf 

•	 Indonesian President’s Speech: http://www.

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/participatory-resource-mapping/news/2012/02/wapichan-people-guyana-present-territorial-map-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/participatory-resource-mapping/news/2012/02/wapichan-people-guyana-present-territorial-map-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/participatory-resource-mapping/news/2012/02/wapichan-people-guyana-present-territorial-map-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/participatory-resource-mapping/news/2012/02/wapichan-people-guyana-present-territorial-map-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/environmental-governance/news/2012/02/press-release-wapichan-people-guyana-showcase-community
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/environmental-governance/news/2012/02/press-release-wapichan-people-guyana-showcase-community
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/environmental-governance/news/2012/02/press-release-wapichan-people-guyana-showcase-community
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/environmental-governance/news/2012/02/press-release-wapichan-people-guyana-showcase-community
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-ruling-restores-indigenous-pe
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FTA_Abdon_Nababan_AMAN.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FTA_Abdon_Nababan_AMAN.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FTA_Abdon_Nababan_AMAN.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.pdf
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forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 
Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 
2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.
pdf

•	 Conference Press Release: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FINAL_TFA 
2020 Workshop Press Release_June 27 2013.pdf

•	 Constitutional Court ruling restores indigenous peoples’ 
rights to their customary forests in Indonesia: http://
www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-
resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-
ruling-restores-indigenous-pe

5. Indigenous peoples’ 
organisations and 

international NGOs call for 
slowdown of Guyana-EU 

FLEGT process

In April and May 2013 the Amerindian Peoples’ 
Association (APA) of Guyana and a consortium of 
European NGOs, including Forest Peoples Programme, 
sent letters to the Guyana Forestry Commission (GFC) 
and the European Commission (EU) respectively, 
expressing concerns about rushed consultation processes 
and a lack of meaningful participation by forest 
dependent communities in the FLEGT process. 

To date there has been no formal response from the 
EU. The GFC has responded maintaining that (despite 
much evidence to the contrary) the process has ensured 
effective participation, and made no solid commitments 
to slow down the process. 

Read APA’s letter to the Guyana Forestry Commission 
(only available in English) here: http://www.
forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/
amerindian-peoples-association-s-letter-guyana-
forestry-commission-re 

Read FPP, FERN and Global Witness’ letter to the 
European Commission (only available in English) 
here: http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/
publication/2013/fpp-fern-and-global-witness-letter-eu-
commission-and-guyanese-governm 

6. Sharing knowledge: 
Indigenous organisations 

from Suriname and Guyana 
exchange community 
resource mapping and 
territorial management 
planning experiences  

In March 2013 a delegation of six members of the 
Organisation of Kalin’a and Lokono peoples in 
Marowijne (KLIM) from Suriname travelled to the 
South Central and Deep South regions of Guyana 
to visit the Wapichan and Makushi people (united in 
SCPDA, the South Central Peoples Development 
Association) to exchange experiences and approaches 
related to community resource mapping and territorial 
management planning. The exchange visit between the 
Forest Peoples Programme partners demonstrated the 
great value and benefits of community-to-community 
learning. This was a long-standing wish of KLIM and 
SCPDA and was made possible through a grant from 
Siemenpuu Foundation. 

In February 2012, SCPDA launched a ground-breaking 
digital map of the Wapichan traditional territory in 
Guyana and an outline plan2 detailing how to care for 
it. The plan and map are part of the Wapichan’s long 
standing campaign to have their rights to their traditional 
lands legally recognised in order to protect their natural 
resources from external threats such as logging, mining 
and agribusiness development. During a two-day 
workshop in the benap (the traditional meeting hall in 
the village of Shorinab), members of the SCPDA team 
explained to their “brothers and sisters from Suriname” 
how they produced the management plan, and shared 
their experiences and lessons learned in developing 
the plan, including challenges in various phases of 
development and in the first steps of implementation.   

KLIM informed SCPDA about the Surinamese context.  
For instance they explained that indigenous peoples 
in Suriname do not have any recognised titles to 
their traditional lands as Surinamese law does not yet 
accommodate collective land rights, and that outsiders 
have acquired individual land titles in the indigenous area. 

2 http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/customary-sustainable-use/
publication/2012/wapichan-people-guyana-make-community-based-
agreem

http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/27 Juni 2013 - Opening Speech President RI - TFA 2020 Workshop (Rev 2 SBY) check against delivery.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FINAL_TFA 2020 Workshop Press Release_June 27 2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FINAL_TFA 2020 Workshop Press Release_June 27 2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2013/06/FINAL_TFA 2020 Workshop Press Release_June 27 2013.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-ruling-restores-indigenous-pe
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-ruling-restores-indigenous-pe
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-ruling-restores-indigenous-pe
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/rights-land-natural-resources/news/2013/05/constitutional-court-ruling-restores-indigenous-pe
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/amerindian-peoples-association-s-letter-guyana-forestry-commission-re
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/amerindian-peoples-association-s-letter-guyana-forestry-commission-re
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/amerindian-peoples-association-s-letter-guyana-forestry-commission-re
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/amerindian-peoples-association-s-letter-guyana-forestry-commission-re
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/fpp-fern-and-global-witness-letter-eu-commission-and-guyanese-governm
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/fpp-fern-and-global-witness-letter-eu-commission-and-guyanese-governm
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/guyana/publication/2013/fpp-fern-and-global-witness-letter-eu-commission-and-guyanese-governm
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/customary-sustainable-use/publication/2012/wapichan-people-guyana-make-community-based-agreem
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/customary-sustainable-use/publication/2012/wapichan-people-guyana-make-community-based-agreem
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/customary-sustainable-use/publication/2012/wapichan-people-guyana-make-community-based-agreem
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Thus, in 2007, KLIM filed a case3 with the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights to seek their assistance in 
claiming their land rights. They also presented the work 
KLIM has been focusing on, which includes community 
mapping, historical/archival research, community-based 
research on customary practices in Marowijne, projects 
to strengthen the traditional authorities and develop 
model village constitutions, capacity building for village 
councils, and research on climate change impacts in 
the territory. The teams shared lessons learned and 
discussed the pros and cons of certain approaches and 
methodologies and sequences of work. 

Both organisations shared some of their planned next 
steps, seeking each other’s opinions and feedback. 
Future activities include continued dialogue with their 
governments, community conservation projects, training 
for village councils on leadership skills, community-based 
environmental monitoring, and biodiversity surveys and 
inventories.

After the workshop, the exchange visit continued with 
several field visits and trips in the Wapichan territory, 
during which the SCPDA team showed KLIM a variety 
of important sites and activities in the territory and in 
the villages, such as important proposed community 
conservation sites, cultural sites, educational activities, 
and local income generation projects. The KLIM team 
also had the opportunity to meet with several key 
community leaders in their own villages. During these 
visits the communities took time to discuss similarities 
between what the two local organisations are doing and 
exchanged lessons and ideas. 

Some key observations and reflections from the exchange 
visit were that both communities are facing serious 
challenges relating to lack of legal recognition of land 
rights, and are having to deal with long processes that 
require patience and perseverance. Their maps and the 
management plan are closely interlinked and have to 
be continuously updated; it is important to have in-
house skills to do this as there are many technical aspects 
involved. Both partners stressed that strong leaders with 
long-term vision and commitment to the work are crucial, 
and leaders with hidden agendas and other interests 
can damage collective aspirations, so strong traditional 
authorities are very important. One thing that KLIM 
learned from SCPDA’s approach is that even within a 
collective territory it is important to have agreement on 
the boundaries of each village area and agreeing mutually 
and internally on who is responsible for which areas. 

The friendships and close solidarity established between 

3 http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/inter-american-human-
rights-system/publication/2010/admissibility-report-case-12639-kalina-an

the neighbouring indigenous peoples was a heartwarming 
element of the exchange visit and it was agreed that 
SCPDA and KLIM will continue to support and empower 
each other in the future. In terms of doing intensive 
assessments/surveys of species, SCPDA already has more 
experience with this and they have received training and 
help from prominent international organisations. These 
Wapichan/Makushi specialists have offered to visit and 
share their expertise with KLIM in due time as a further 
step in consolidating inter-community solidarity.  

Towards the end of the trip, Nicholas Fredericks, 
coordinator of SCPDA, expressed the  honour and 
pleasure for SCPDA to have KLIM visit their territory 
and how interesting it was to hear about KLIM’s 
activities and approaches. He hoped that SCPDA  could 
help and have an impact on KLIM’s work. Both KLIM 
and SCPDA stressed that this link between Lower 
Marowijne and Rupununi peoples will be continued and 
strengthened , and experiences continually shared.  KLIM 
extensively thanked SCPDA and the people of Shorinab 
for their warm welcome and hospitality, extending an 
invitation to them to visit Lower Marowijne at any time. 
KLIM coordinator George Awankaroe said that it was a 
very demanding trip with a full schedule, but extremely 
valuable, exciting and inspiring, and laid the foundations 
for friendship and closer collaboration. It is hoped 
that close collaboration between indigenous peoples 
internationally will help to achieve the best possible 
outcomes for communities and the environment.

7. Latest submission to the 
Convention on Biological 

Diversity 

FPP and Natural Justice organised a joint submission to 
the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) in response to a request for contributions from 
Parties and stakeholders about the CBD’s programme 
of work that deals with traditional knowledge about 
biodiversity (Article 8j). 

Submissions like these are important opportunities to 
shape discussions and decision-making in the CBD, as 
the inputs are included in official meeting documents – 
in this case in the next meeting of the Working Group 
on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions that will meet in 
Montreal in October 2013. 

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/inter-american-human-rights-system/publication/2010/admissibility-report-case-12639-kalina-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/inter-american-human-rights-system/publication/2010/admissibility-report-case-12639-kalina-an
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/inter-american-human-rights-system/publication/2010/admissibility-report-case-12639-kalina-an
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Included in the submission are views and suggestions on 
the in-depth dialogue that will be held at the Working 
Group’s meeting on “Connecting traditional knowledge 
systems and science”, as well as on the development of the 
new CBD plan of action for customary sustainable use. 
We also provided extensive views on the use of the term 
“indigenous peoples and local communities” in the CBD 
instead of “indigenous and local communities”, following 
recommendations from the United Nations Permanent 
Forum on Indigenous Issues. Affirmation of the status 
of indigenous peoples as peoples, not just communities, 
is important in order to fully respect their identities and 
protect their human rights. The Conference of the Parties 
to the Convention on Biological Diversity is the only 
decision-making body of an international convention to 
use the term ‘indigenous and local communities’, and 
failed to adopt a decision to update the terminology at 
COP11 in India last year.4  
The final submission, which was circulated in draft 
form through various online networks for discussion 
and comments, was endorsed and signed by over 70 
community-based organisations, networks, and NGOs 
working on issues related to traditional knowledge 
and customary sustainable use of biodiversity in 
various countries. It is available to download in 
Spanish, French and English on the FPP website here: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-
biological-diversity-cbd/publication/2013/submission-
convention-biological-diversi 

8. Video: Workshop on 
customary sustainable use 
at Conference of the World 

Indigenous Network 

The inaugural Conference of the World Indigenous 
Network (WIN) took place in Darwin, Australia from 
26 to 31 May 2013. The WIN conference was designed 
to build a strong foundation for an innovative and 
enduring network of land and sea managers, with a 
programme aimed at coming together, connecting and 
sharing stories and experiences of indigenous peoples and 
local communities who have an active role in managing 
natural environments. Read more about the WIN here: 
http://www.worldindigenousnetwork.net/ 

4 http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-biological-
diversity-cbd/news/2012/12/parties-biodiversity-convention-not-ready-ac

FPP prepared and hosted a workshop at the conference, 
together with the International Indigenous Forum 
on Biodiversity (IIFB) and the CBD secretariat, on 
customary sustainable use (Article 10c of the CBD). 
The session’s aim was to build a diverse and empowered 
network of indigenous peoples and local communities 
who are interested and committed to working on 10(c) 
issues at local, national and global levels, and who are 
interested in sharing information and providing input 
on a regular basis. There is already an ad-hoc ‘10c 
network’ within the International Indigenous Forum 
on Biodiversity (IIFB), but this network would greatly 
benefit from additional members bringing in new 
experiences and views. 

The session also aimed to raise awareness and share 
information about the CBD in general, and on important 
aspects of the CBD relating to indigenous peoples and 
local communities in particular , such as Articles 8(j) and 
10(c) on traditional knowledge and customary use of 
biodiversity and on means and opportunities to engage in 
the process. Presentations were given by Mr. John Scott, 
Programme Officer for Traditional Knowledge at the 
CBD, and Professor Stephan Schnierer, an indigenous 
researcher from Southern Cross University in Lismore, 
New South Wales, who is currently leading a research 
team on indigenous cultural fishing, and who is also one 
of the lead members of the IIFB group on 10c. 

The workshop presentation, as well as a video of the 
entire workshop, can be downloaded from the WIN 
website, here: 
h t t p : / / w w w. w o r l d i n d i g e n o u s n e t w o r k . n e t /
win-conference-darwin-2013/cbd-s ide-event-
expanding-and-strengthening-an-indigenous-and-
local-community-network-on-customary-sustainable-
use-cbd-article-10c 

In terms of next steps moving on from the conference, 
feedback on a scoping paper will be used to shape the 
future of the WIN. Comments on the scoping paper (also 
available in French and Spanish) can be submitted via 
the website, here: http://www.worldindigenousnetwork.
net/scoping-paper 

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-biological-diversity-cbd/publication/2013/submission-convention-biological-diversi
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-biological-diversity-cbd/publication/2013/submission-convention-biological-diversi
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-biological-diversity-cbd/publication/2013/submission-convention-biological-diversi
http://www.worldindigenousnetwork.net/
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/convention-biological-diversity-cbd/news/2012/12/parties-biodiversity-convention-not-ready-ac
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http://www.worldindigenousnetwork.net/scoping-paper
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9. Messages from the 
World Indigenous 

Network Conference for 
the Intergovernmental 

Science-Policy Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem 

Services (IPBES)

Partners of the 10c network also contributed to the 
WIN Conference workshop ‘Connecting indigenous, 
traditional and local knowledge and science – such as 
in IPBES – what’s in it for knowledge holders?’. The 
workshop looked at the conditions that make knowledge 
exchanges between indigenous and local knowledge and 
science respectful and mutually supportive for indigenous 
peoples and local communities and their partners. 
Examples were presented from the Philippines, Kenya 
and Thailand of indigenous methodologies for mapping 
and monitoring knowledge as bases for decisions and 
actions regarding lands, territories and resources. An 
overview of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) 
was provided including the need for it to become a truly 
diverse knowledge platform that transcends science and 
embraces multiple expertise, perspectives and knowledge 
holders.

Based on the experiences from the workshop, a Message 
from the WIN Conference to the IPBES was developed. 
It was presented at the meeting of the Multidisciplinary 
Expert Panel (MEP), as well as at the IPBES workshop on 
the ‘Contribution of Indigenous and Local Knowledge 
Systems to IPBES: Building Synergies with Science’ (9-
11 June 2013, Tokyo, Japan). For more information and 
to read the Message (only available in English) see:
http://www.stockholmresilience.org/resdev

Relevant links:

•	 “Can IPBES move from a science platform to a 
diverse knowledge platform?” FPP E-Newsletter 
February 2013 http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/
environmental-governance/news/2013/02/can-
ipbes-move-science-platform-diverse-knowledge-
platf

10. Partner Spotlight:
Réseau CREF - ‘forest 

ecosystems for the 
benefit of mankind’

Celebrating 10 years 
of defending forest 
communities’ rights 

and forest conservation 
in the DRC

Le Réseau pour la Conservation et la Réhabilitation des 
Ecosystèmes Forestiers (Réseau CREF) is a non-profit 
organisation which was founded on 20 May 2003 in 
Kanyabayonga, Lubero Territory, in North Kivu Province 
in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). It is a 
network of non-governmental organisations covering 
six territories (Walikale, Masisi, Nyiragongo, Rutshuru, 
Lubero and Beni) and three towns (Beni, Butembo and 
Goma) in North Kivu Province, DRC. Forest Peoples 
Programme (FPP) first started working with Réseau 
CREF almost two years ago when, in 2011, Réseau 
CREF became one of the partner organisations involved 
in the FPP project on ‘REDD financing, Human Rights 
and Economic Development for Sustainable Poverty 
Reduction of forest communities in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo’.

On the occasion of its 10th anniversary in May 2013, 
Réseau CREF Director, Alphonse Muhindo Valivambene, 
was interviewed by FPP about Réseau CREF’s mission, 
its objectives and future plans:

What is Réseau CREF’s mission and why was it set up 
10 years ago?

Our mission is to protect the forests and defend the 
rights and interests of the communities who depend 
on forest resources. We exist in order to provide a 
framework for coordinating, lobbying and advocacy, and 
building the capacity of the united group of active and 
professional members involved in the conservation and 
rehabilitation of forest ecosystems in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. Réseau CREF was created to join 
the fight against poverty in the local forest-dependent 
communities through sound management of the DRC’s 
forest ecosystems. After an analytical study of the state 
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of the forests in North Kivu in 2000, a workshop was 
organised to share the information gathered in the 
different territories by different organisations. These 
information exchanges made those involved realise that 
they all shared common concerns but were working in 
a fragmented way, without being able to compare notes 
and exchange information. That triggered the desire 
to find a way of working together, and the decision to 
formalise this type of information exchange by creating a 
network, which became Réseau CREF.

What are the obstacles facing forest communities in 
DRC?  

In 10 years of working with forest communities in North 
Kivu in particular, the greatest obstacle for Réseau CREF 
and the communities has been war and insecurity. In the 
war-affected and insecure areas the pace of work on the 
ground has slowed down. However, ongoing analysis of 
the situation has allowed local actors (members of NGOs) 
to adapt to this fluid situation and be flexible, to get the 
work done. However, after each war, the communities 
often have to cope with major displacements, leaving 
them without any tenure or social security. Furthermore, 
other problems stem from the conflicting approaches to 
forest management between the different actors involved, 
which need resolution. In 2009–2010 when Réseau 
CREF was advocating community forestry instead of 
community conservation, this was poorly received by civil 
society members working on behalf of the community.  
This complicates things for communities who have to 
choose which option is best for them.           

What are Réseau CREF’s objectives?

The network has a number of objectives, including:
•	 Giving technical support to member organisations 

in the key conservation sectors and who are 
rehabilitating forest ecosystems;

•	 Encouraging a system for working in synergy with 
those members operating as a single entity and 
between different entities;

•	 Undertaking lobbying and advocacy for its members 
to achieve greater performance in the conservation of 
forestry ecosystems;

•	 Raising awareness at the local, national and 
international levels about the biodiversity resources 
of North Kivu in particular, and the Democratic 
Republic of Congo in general. 

Réseau CREF’s motto is: ‘forest ecosystems for the 
benefit of mankind’ 

What are the organisation’s main focus areas?

Our main focus areas are the rights of forest communities, 
forest governance, REDD and climate change, natural 
resource management and participatory mapping, as 
illustrated in the two photographs, below.

The organisation has just celebrated its 10th 
anniversary – how did you commemorate this event?

We organised a series of activities in Goma to celebrate 
the 10 years that we’ve been in existence. Among the 
highlights of the festivities were a multi-actor dialogue on 
forest governance in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
as well as a round table of donors to the organisation 
on the strategies and financing of the new five-year plan 
(2013-2018), which has ten core elements:

1. Information, Education, Communication and 
Environmental Action Research;

2. Governance and Transparency within the forestry 
sector;

3. Community forestry;
4. REDD and climate change;
5. Creation of a Community Dynamic around 

protected areas;
6. The Stability and Dignity of indigenous peoples;
7. Management of the Urban Environment;
8. Fisheries Management;
9. Mining and hydrocarbon production; 
10. Institutional management of the five-year plan.

Where do you see Réseau CREF in 10 years’ time?

With its new strategic plan, over the next 10 years Réseau 
CREF will use its expertise to defend the causes of local 
people and protect the environment in general in North 
Kivu Province – and hopefully one day across the whole 
of the DRC!

For more information on Réseau CREF, visit: www.
reseaucref.org.
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11. Latest publications

1. ‘Free, Prior and Informed Consent’ Posters 
As part of its project on ‘REDD financing, Human 
Rights and Economic Development for Sustainable 
Poverty Reduction of Forest Communities in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)’ Forest Peoples 
Programme (FPP) and partners in the DRC: Actions 
pour les Droits, l’Environnement et la Vie (ADEV), le 
Centre d’Accompagnement des Autochtones Pygmées et 
Minoritaires Vulnérables (CAMV), le Cercle pour la Défense 
de l’Environnement (CEDEN) and le Réseau pour la 
Conservation et la Réhabilitation des Écosystèmes Forestiers 
(Réseau CREF) have developed a set of posters on the 
right to free, prior and informed consent (FPIC). By 
combining pictures and short pieces of text, the posters 
depict the stages of a process that respects the rights of 
indigenous peoples and local communities to free, prior 
and informed consent with regard to projects likely to 
affect their lands, territories and natural resources.

The posters are available in local languages: French, 
Kikongo, Lingala and Swahili, and will be used by 
indigenous peoples and local communities themselves 
during upcoming legal trainings taking place within 
their communities in the DRC. The training sessions 
will cover the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation 
and Forest Degradation (REDD) process, the rights of 
local communities and indigenous peoples to their lands 
and resources, and their right to free, prior and informed 
consent.

The posters can be viewed on the FPP website here: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/legal-human-
rights/publication/2013/free-prior-and-informed-
consent-posters

2. Violence Against Indigenous Women And Girls: 
A Complex Phenomenon

This briefing note, published by the Asia Indigenous 
Peoples Pact (AIPP) and Forest Peoples Programme, 
is intended to develop discussion and thought about 
the complexity of the challenges of violence against 
indigenous women and girls. Work being done by 
indigenous women’s organisations in Asia and around 
the world has increasingly drawn attention to the need 
for specific analysis and understanding to be established 
of the nature and forms of such violence. This note 
also intends to shed light on the need to respect rights 
in totality, to simultaneously respect and protect the 
individual and collective rights of indigenous women.

The nature of violence against indigenous women and 
girls is often assumed to be the same as the broader 
nature of violence against women. However as shown 
through the experiences of indigenous women in Asia 
and recounted here, violence against indigenous women 
and girls often takes very specific forms. Violence can be 
enacted on the collective cultural, social and economic 
rights of indigenous peoples and such violence has very 
specific impacts on women and girls. How we understand 
this violence and how we understand the impact of 
disturbing the relationship between indigenous women 
and the lands and resources on which they depend will 
change how we fight such impacts.

Indigenous peoples in Asia are gaining increasing 
recognition of their status as indigenous peoples, but 
many continue to face a lack of recognition by their 
own governments and others. In this statement we are 
referring to peoples who may be known by other terms in 
their own countries, as ‘ethnic minorities’, or ‘hill tribes’, 
or ‘adivasi’, and our reference is inclusive of all peoples 
who chose to self-define as ‘indigenous’ regardless of 
national government terminology.

The briefing is available to download in English, Spanish 
and Bahasa Indonesia, here: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/topics/gender-issues/publication/2013/violence-
against-indigenous-women-and-girls-complex-
phenomenon

3. The Status of the REDD+ process in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo

The considerable threats faced by the forests of the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo continue to draw 
global attention because of the crucial role these large 
forests play in regulating the global climate. Estimates 
indicate that the forests of the Congo Basin as a whole 
capture and store about 10 to 30 billion tons of carbon, 
an increasingly significant ecosystem service in light of 
concerns about climate change. In recent years, projects 
aimed at Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and 
Forest Degradation (REDD+) have been developed to 
provide financial incentives based on performance to 
owners of large areas of forests, in order to reduce the 
loss of forests and promote the improvement of carbon 
stocks through conservation and tree planting. 

A comprehensive analysis of REDD+ in the DRC is 
beyond the scope of this paper. This paper is instead 
intended to provide important details about the current 
status of REDD+ in the country.

Read the paper in English or in French here: http://www.
forestpeoples.org/topics/redd-and-related-initiatives/
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publication/2013/status-redd-process-democratic-
republic-congo

4. Protection of the right to land, territory and natural 
resources in regional and international law in Africa: 
A Toolkit for NGOs in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo

This toolkit provides information on the protection of 
the right to land, territories and natural resources in 
international and regional law in Africa. Its aim is to 
provide NGOs with concise and accessible information 
about the legal framework that exists for the rights of 
indigenous peoples and local communities in DRC with 
regard to their lands, territories and natural resources. It 
also provides useful information on the international and 
regional mechanisms which NGOs, and the indigenous 
peoples and local communities they work with, can 
use in order to claim their rights and advocate for the 
DRC government to respect its legal obligations at the 
international and regional level. 

The toolkit comprises ten information notes which can 
be referred to individually or together, as a whole. The 
topics are as follows:

•	 Free, prior and informed consent: A fundamental 
right for communities

•	 Indicative steps for a REDD+ process to respect the 
right of communities to free, prior and informed 
consent

•	 Peoples, indigenous peoples and local communities: 
Demystifying uncertain concepts

•	 The right to land and natural resources in international 
and regional law

•	 The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples

•	 Protection mechanisms in international law for 
indigenous peoples and local communities

•	 The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ 
Rights

•	 The Democratic Republic of Congo’s legal obligations 
at the international and regional level

•	 Compilation of concluding observations regarding 
the Democratic Republic of Congo

•	 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women

The toolkit is currently only available in French 
and is available to download here: http://www.
forestpeoples.org/topics/african-human-rights-system/
publication/2013/protection-right-land-territory-and-
natural-reso 

***
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